
creating better environments

DSDC ACCREDITED 
PRODUCTS

Age inclusive design and Forbo Flooring



INTRODUCTION TO DSDC 
WHO WE ARE, WHAT WE DO

DSDC is an international centre of knowledge 
and expertise dedicated to improving the 
lives of people with dementia. We have 
drawn on research and practice from across 
the world, for over 25 years, to provide 
a comprehensive, up-to-date resource on 
all aspects of dementia.
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DEMENTIA FRIENDLY 
FLOORING SELECTION 
GUIDELINES
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• Tonal contrast is critical for materials to be seen against 
 each other

• Both DSDC and BS8300:2009 recommend a difference 
 of 30 degrees of LRV between critical surfaces such as, 
 floors to walls and doors to walls

• Adjoining flooring should be tonally similar to reduce 
 the risk of falls

• Flooring LRVs should be within 10 degrees of each other 
 (less is better)

• Transition strips should match the tones of both surfaces 
 with an ideal difference of no more than 3 degrees of 
 LRV step difference

• It is recommedned that skirtings contrast with both the 
 wall and the door where possible
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DO’S

• Develop one tonally continuous flooring surface

• Aim to reduce impact sound

• Avoid sensory overload

• Avoid sparkle & pattern

• Opt for matt finishes

• Provide good tonal transition between floors



DO – DARK FLOORS 
0 – 10 LRV

LRV 76 LRV 46

LRV 97 LRV 7

LRV 11

LRV 10

Safestep Aqua | 2m | 180352 steel
Tessera | 50 x 50 cm | 2122 drench
QTR45 + QAB2 Transition strip | regency
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It is not always possible 
to achieve 30 degrees 
of contrast between walls, 
skirting and floors. When 
this is the case, it is essential 
that optimum contrast is 
achieved between the 
two critical planes; the 
floor and wall. 



DO – DARK FLOORS 
0 – 10 LRV

LRV 43 LRV 77

LRV 97 LRV 10

LRV 10

LRV 15

Allura Flex Stone | s67419 Nero concrete
Sarlon Oak wood | 19dB | 438494 hazelnut
QTR45 + QAB2 Transition strip | peat
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DO – MID TONE FLOORS 
11 – 40 LRV

LRV 68 LRV 38

LRV 97 LRV 14

LRV 21

LRV 23

Westbond Natural | 50 x 50 cm | w12789U manx
Sarlon Oak XL | 19dB | 2m | 438420 clay
QTR42 + QAB2 Transition strip | fawn
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Adjoining flooring should 
not contrast more than 10 
degrees of light reflectance 
value. In this example there 
are 9 degrees of contrast 
between the two floors. 



DO – LIGHT FLOORS 
41 – 60 LRV

LRV 5 LRV 97

LRV 5 LRV 43

LRV 51

LRV 58

Westbond Natural | 50 x 50 cm | w12797U honiton
Marmoleum Marbled | 2m | 3257 edelweiss
QTR42 + QAB2 Transition strip | ivory
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DON’TS

• Don’t use patterned floors

• Don’t use sparkly floors (perceived as a wet surface 
 / slip risk)

• Don’t use flecked floors (may be perceived as something 
 to pick up)

• Don’t use logos or brands (perceived as an obstacle)

• Don’t use any flooring with a high gloss or shiny finish 
 (also perceived as being slippy)

• Don’t use aluminium or brass reflective trims or transitions 
 (could cause high-stepping)
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DON’T  
WALL AND FLOOR TOO CLOSE

LRV 40 LRV 97

LRV 97 LRV 32

LRV 10

LRV 55

Sarlon Oak Wood | 19dB | 438413 natural
Allura Flex Stone | 1508 white sand
QTR42 + QAB2 Transition strip | peat
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The contrast between the 
adjoining flooring is too 
great and the dark strip 
also contrasts too much. 
This could be perceived 
as a step and result in 
high-stepping.



DON’T 
SHINY TRIM, FLOOR & WALL

LRV 43 LRV 97

LRV 97 LRV 8

BRASS

LRV 55

Allura wood | w60074 black rustic oak
Allura safety | 74488 white sand
Transition strip | brass
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Highly reflective trims create 
glare. The ageing eye is more 
sensitive to glare and often, 
the glare from the strip can 
be perceived as a  step, 
resulting in high-stepping. 
For some people with 
dementia, the highly 
reflective strip can deter 
the person from passing. 



DON’T (WITH ALUMINIUM TRIM) 
DO (WITHOUT TRIM)

LRV 43 LRV 97

LRV 97 LRV 13

ALUMINIUM

LRV 13

Westbond natural | w12795U dorset
Allura flex | 9076 chocolate collage
Transition Strip | aluminium
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DON’T 
(FLOOR & FLOOR CONTRASTS)  

LRV 71 LRV 43

LRV 97 LRV 22

LRV 6

LRV 10

Tessera Layout | 2113 nougat
Marmoleum Marbled | 3872 volcanic ash
QTR45 + QAB2 Transition strip | black
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SUMMARY – DO’S  
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✔

✔

✔

✔



SUMMARY – DON’TS  

✘

✘

✘

✘
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DSDC ACCREDITED 
PRODUCTS

The Dementia Services Development centre at the University 
of Stirling has undertaken a review of this product and have 
rated its design in relation to dementia design principles 
and its usability within a dementia-inclusive environment. 
For ease of identification, the suitability of the product is 
classified by a number with corresponding explanation 
of use, within the key ratings provided.

The DSDC Accredited product logo is awarded on the merit 
of the individual product and colourway. This accreditation 
does not merit the final application. Whilst every endevour 
has been made to ensure the ratings are reflective of the 
product’s suitability and applied use at the time of print, 
DSDC cannot be held responsible for the application 
of the final product, its performance or its interface with 
other products or finishes. For an environment to be 
considered ‘dementia-inclusive’ or ‘dementia-friendly, 
careful consideration must be given to the specification 
of adjoining finishes, their performance specification, 
for example, light reflectance value (LRV), slip resistance 
and use of pattern, and their suitability for their 
intended use.

For more information please contact dementia@stir.ac.uk
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DSDC RATING SYSTEM

2016-074 FORBO FLOORING

FORBO KITE MARKING RATING KEY

NOV-16

RATING RATING DESCRIPTION

Class 1a Flooring within this rating is plain and can be used indiscriminately. 
That said, bear in mind the need to contrast flooring and walls, 
skirtings, doors / frames, furniture and sanitary ware.

Contrast is the key word.

We recommend a minimum contrast of 30 units LRV (Light 
Reflectance Value) between the critical surfaces mentioned above.

Class 1b Flooring within this rating is semi-plain (minimal texture or fleck / 
pattern, wood effect with no knots) and in general, can be used 
throughout.

Natural patterns such as timber and stone may be used in most 
areas due to their familiarity but with a degree of caution.

Bear in mind minimum contrast of 30 units LRV (Light Reflectance 
Value) between the critical surfaces mentioned above.

Class 2 Flooring within this rating has some pattern and needs to be used 
with caution. The natural patterns such as timber and stone in this 
range are more figured / patinated and although still familiar they 
need to be used with more caution than the above range.

Bear in mind minimum contrast of 30 units LRV (Light Reflectance 
Value) between the critical surfaces mentioned above.
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To find Forbo accredited DSDC products visit: 
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/productfinder



Our in-house design team at 
Forbo can help bring your ideas 
to life with their free Bespoke 
Design Service. Whether you 
are taking inspiration from one 
particular DSDC accredited 
product which needs to be 
carried through the plan, 
or whether you simply need 
to see your scheme in the flesh, 
we can create plan boards of 
your design complete with 
product samples.

For areas that have specific 
requirements such as safety 
flooring or acoustic flooring, 
our team can offer help and 
advice on dementia friendly 
products to meet your needs, 
all designed to work with your 
visualisation.

BESPOKE DESIGN SERVICE
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For more information please visit: www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/agedcare



This service independently assesses 
care setting design for people 
with dementia. DSDC auditors will 
visit the building and carry out a 
detailed audit of all areas used by 
people with dementia and rate 
the design of a building against 
evidence-based research on 
dementia-friendly design.

The audit award categories are 
Gold, Silver, Bronze and Highly 
Commended. 

DSDC AUDIT CERTIFICATE

The auditors’ report will provide 
feedback on areas of design and 
how they rate. If the building 
receives a rating of Gold, Silver, 
Bronze or Highly Commended 
you will receive a certificate 
from the University of Stirling, 
Dementia Services Development 
Centre that can be displayed for 3 
years to recognise accreditation.

For more information please visit 
www.dementia.stir.ac.uk
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creating better environments

UK  
Forbo Flooring UK Limited 
High Holborn Road 
Ripley 
Derbyshire DE5 3NT

London EC1 showroom 
79 St John Street, Clerkenwell 
London EC1M 4NR 
Tel: 0207 553 9300

For commercial enquiries:  
If calling from the North,  
Midlands, London & South East  
Tel: 0800 0282 162 
Fax: 01772 646 912

If calling from Scotland & South West 
Tel: 0800 0935 258 
Fax: 01592 643 999

Ireland 
Forbo Ireland Ltd 
2 Deansgrange Business Park  
Blackrock  
Co Dublin

Tel: 00353 1 2898 898  
Fax: 00353 1 2898 177
Email: info.ireland@forbo.com 
www.forbo-flooring.ie

Nuway enquiries: 
Tel: 01773 740 688  
Fax: 01773 740 640

Residential enquiries: 
Tel: 0800 0935 846  
Fax: 01592 643 999

Email: info.flooring.uk@forbo.com 
www.forbo-flooring.co.uk

Samples: 
Tel: 0800 731 2369 
email: samples.uk@forbo.com

Registered office: 
Forbo Flooring UK Limited
High Holborn Road
Ripley
Derbyshire DE5 3NT
Registered in England 9200318

Forbo Flooring Systems is part of the Forbo Group, 
a global leader in flooring and movement systems, 
and offers a full range of flooring products for 
commercial and affordable housing and new build 
markets. High quality linoleum, vinyl, textile, flocked 
and entrance flooring products combine functionality, 
colour and design, offering total flooring solutions 
for any environment.

For further information contact DSDC at dementia@stir.ac.uk 

In association with: 

Forbo Flooring UK Limited | High Holborn Road | Ripley, Derbyshire | England, DE5 3NT | Phone: + 44 017 737 441 21 | info.flooring.uk@forbocompany.com |

www.forbo-flooring.co.uk

Forbo Flooring UK Limited | High Holborn Road | Ripley, Derbyshire | England, DE5 3NT | Phone: + 44 017 737 441 21 | info.flooring.uk@forbocompany.com |

www.forbo-flooring.co.uk


